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OLIVER KIRALY(HU)

 My name is Oliver Kiraly I live in Hungary, an hour drive from Budapest in a small village called Jasd, where I have a 

beautiful training ground.

I have goldens from US field lines and the new addition to my pack are some british labradors. I run tests, trials and dur-

ing the shooting season I go for picking up whenever I can. I feel lucky, since all my dogs are very different, but talented 

with good qualities, so I could title all of them. We won several Open tests and some Open Trials in different countries. 

My dogs won the Austrian WT finals in 3 years, and became the Austrian WT Champion twice (2003 and 2006).

I judged tests and trials in several countries (Hungary, Austria, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Finland, Norway, Spain, Eng-

land) and the highlight of my judging carrier was in 2007, when I was invited to Highclere to judge the Skinners Interna-

tional Event as the only judge from the continent.

I’m a founder of the Hungarian Working Retriever Club and a member on board for the Hungarian (Golden) Retriever 

Club. In three different years as team captain I took a national team to England to compete at the Skinners World Cup 

Retriever Event, and I was also a member of the hungarian IWT team. Beside all this I give trainings and seminars on my 

own ground in Hungary and abroad and I take retrievers for boarding and long term training.

I’m looking forward to another exciting Scandinavian trip in Spring 2013, judging tests and giving training-seminars in 

Finland, Norway and Sweden!

CSABA KARAI (HU) www.gundogs.hu

I got into the world of retrievers nearly 10 years ago, around 2002, when I started to train our labrador for working tests.  

I bought my next dog Blackthorn Achenar, Adu, in 2005 and I am proud that with his age we still actively participate in 

working tests and field trials of top level. Till date we have won 6 Field Trials, 1 Novice and 5 International competitions, 

out which 4 were awarded with a CACIT title. In 2010 we won a semi final of the Individual Challenge Cup in Germany, 

which I consider to be our greatest success so far, and right the next day we became 3rd in the finals. 

We have won numerous Working Tests in Hungary, Germany, Italy and the Czech Republic. In 2010, we won the Working 

Test Cup of Austria, which we were awarded for our full year performance in the Austrian series.

In 2012, the Team of Hungary, which I had the priviledge to guide as a team captain, won the International Working Test 

in Switzerland. Our team regularly represents Hungary in international competitions, IWTs, not to mention the Skinner’s 

Retriever Event in Highclere where we had outstanding results more than once.

Currently, alongside Adu, I am training my promising young bitch, Borra von den Hochangern, who is Adu’s offspring 

from his first mating. With Bora we are already competing in Intermediate Class, and have the plans to enter Field Trials 

with her as of next year.

Besides competitions and regular daily trainings with my dogs, I present seminars and trainings to others, both in Hun-

gary and abroad, and hope to have more and more of you to like this hobby. 

I am a founder member of the Bird Dog Team, which is Hungary’s latest formation on retriever trainings, where we organ-

ise themed training events for Working Tests and Field Trials.

Hereby I would like to thank you for the invitation and wish you all a nice weekend.


